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GENERAL · REMARKS. · 
Rollins College was founded under a special charter · from 
the state of Florida. Its object,- as expressed in . its ch~rter, 
was to establish and forever maintain an institution of Christian 
learning, to promote the general interests -of education, t~ 
qualify its students to engage in t4e learned . professions or. 
other employments of sQciety, and ~o discharge honorably an4, 
usefully the various duties of life. · 
The college is located at Winter Park. · This town is 
situated four miles north of Orlando, the cpunty seat of Orange 
eounty. It is on the Plant System and Florida Central & 
Peninsular railroads, hence is easily accessible from alf parts of 
the state. Tl;le town is in the "high pine" country and • sur-
. rounded by numerous beautiful lakes~ From the ~hores of 
these lakes the land rises in gradual slope, furni~hing perfect 
drainage and providing most desirable sites for building. · The 
town is noted for its general healthfulness and i·s especially 
free from malarial di ease. 
· Winter Park was designed by its fonnders to be a center 
of educational influence. This purpose has been steadily kept 
in view and has made the town a resort for · cultivated and in-
telligent people. It has ready access to the commer~ial world, 
. but is sufficiently removed to afford an agreeable retirement. 
The college campus is in · the southern part of the town . . 
It consists of twenty acres upon the north and west shore of 
Lake Virginia and rises fifty feet in gradual slope from ·-the 
water. There are no"v six buildings on the college campus, 
all erected within the past thirteen years: Knowles Hall, .con-
taining the recitation rooms and ·chapel; Pinehurst, containing 
librari, offices, laboratory, etc.; Dining Hall; the Lyman Gym-
nasium; _Lakeside, the dormitory for young men; and Clov~r-
leaf, that for the young women. · 
The authorities of the college do not believe in the large 
dormitory system of lodging students. The college has there-
fore built cottages of moderate size, in each of which_ a matron 
or a member of the faculty · lives and has supervision of the 
students. Eack room £s arranged /or a single .occupant .. _ One 
cottage is occupied exclusively by young women, tw~ others ex-
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elusively by young men. Every effort is :made to surround· the 
student. with .the influences of a well-ord~red, Christian .home. · 
All th~ students are .admitted to gymnastic ··1>ractice,. under . 
-the direction of _competent teach~rs. A . i:nedical -· expert, , 
appointed _by the -college, subjects each student to a physical 
. examination and directs what · exercises - should . be . taken. 
T~t-appi:-oved appliances for both light . and heavy gym-
~tics· are provided. Lessons are -also ·given in the Delsarte 
system, aiming to secure grace and ease of ·_movement. 
The -library is well supplied with cyclopedias, dictionaries,_ 
reviews, indexes and other materials· most useful in th_e · study· 
of special topics.. _ The . books have_ been catalogued· and 
arranged with a full card catalogue. · 
Tue Reading Room c_otitains .a well selected list · of maga-
zines and periodicals for the free use of students.. Bot.lt.Library 
and Reading Rooin are furnished with · .tables and chairs for. 
conve~ient and quiet study. · . . . · 
A well equipped Town Library and Reading Ro_otn . ar~ at 
the service of the students without charge~ _ - · . _ 
There ~re two Literary Societies in the . College : · The 
'' Demosthenic Society ' for young men and th~ Friends in· 
Council.' ' for young woinen. Thes~ societies are' under the 
-guidance of a · member of . the Faculty and afford ex:cellent 
training in writing, debate; oratory and p arliamentary law.· 
A ~ollege pa per~ '' The· Sand-Spur, '' is issued each term. 
by a board of editors chosen from the college . students. .. Con- · 
tributions are made to the colum.ns ·· by faculty' students~ 
alumni' and friends. · 
. The ' ' Rollins College Choral Club '' , i's · an organization · 
.. for the study of Glees, . Choruses, Cantatas an9- Oratorios. 
The society gives public .recitals ea.ch y·ear. . 
The museum~ which is well equipped, all departments of 
Natural Ijistory being represented occupies a room in Knowles 
Hall and duri.ng term time is .o pen daily -for the 'Use of -- students - ·. 
and the public~ · 
T h e college· is Christia n in character, -but not sectarian. 
Parents may select the cl;iurch which they desire their -.children · 
to attend. In the· matter o f di cipliue, ·th~ _opject is to secure 
_improvernent of time. ·_ Tµe regulations are , such as . earnest 
stu,dents would in1pose up~n .themselves in order to ecuie the 
greatest benefit to themselyes · and to their fel_lt?w students. · 
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COURSES OF STUDY. 
_The institution offers_ the foll wing courses of study: 
I. College Courses : four years. 
In the ar -angen1ent of these courses the desire has be.en to 
approach as nearly the elective group system of studies as 
possible. · · 
IL Preparatory Courses : . five years, prepa ring for the 
College Courses. .,. 
III. Musical Courses. See Music School. 
IV. Art Courses. See Art School . 
V. N onnal Courses. 
VI. -Comn1ercial- Courses. 
FACULTY AND OFFICERS. 
REV. GEORO,E MORGAN WARD, A. M. , LL. B., B. D .• 
President and Professor of Econ-onfics and Law. 
REV. EDWIN. PAYSON HQOKER, D. D., 
College Pastor . 
. REV. LEWIS AUGUSTINE AUSTIN, A. M. , 
Professor of Latin. 
JOHN HOWARD FORD, A. M., 
Profess or oi Greek . 
THOMAS RAKESTRAW BAKER, Ph. D., 
Professor ·of Natural Sciences. 
ELIJAH CLARENCE H'rLLS, A. B., 
Profes or of Modern Languages. 
F. E. EMERICH , Jr., A. M. , 
Profes sor of Mathematics . 
EDWIN DEFOREST PUTNEY, 
Professor of Pedagogics and Norm.al Work. 
·suSAN A. LONGWELL, 
Professor of English Literature and History. 
*EVA J. ROOT, M. S., 
Literature and Biology. 
CAROLINE ABIGAIL ABBOTT, 
Preparatory School. 
HATTIE A. PECK, A. M., 
In trumental Music. 
• 
o n leave of ab encc . 
. ' 
FACULTY AND OFFICERS. 
. , 
REV. GEORO,E MORGAN WARD, A. M., LL. B., B. D., 
President and Professor of Ecol1-0tfiics and Law. 
REV. EDWIN. PAYSON HOOKER, D. D., 
College Pastor . 
. REV. LEWIS AUGUSTINE AUSTIN, A~ M. -, 
· Professor of Latin. 
JOHN HOWARD FORD, A. M .. ,
Professor of Greek. 
THOMAS RAKESTRAW BAKER, Ph. D., 
Professor ·of Natural Sciences. 
----
ELIJAH CLARENCE HILLS, A. B. , 
Professor of Modern Languages. 
F. E. EMERICH, Jr., A. M., 
Professor of Mathematics . 
EDWIN D~FOREST PUTNEY, 
Professor of Pedagogics and Norm.al Work. 
SUSAN A. LONGWELL, 
Professor of English Literature and History. 
*EVA °J. ROOT, M. S., 
Literature and Biology. 
CAROLINE ABIGAIL ABBOTT, 
Preparatory School. 
HATTIE A. PECK, A. M., 
Instrumental Music. 
• 
on leave of absence . 
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JEAN SHUPP, 
instrumental ancl Vocal Music. 
ALICE: E. GUTLD,_ 
D~wing and Painting. 
MINNIE . BEL~E· TRACY, 
Pre·paratory School and ElocutiQn. 
CLARA GUILD, A. B., 
Grammar School. 
WILL L. ADKTNS, 
Instructor in Mathematics. 
LOUIS A. -LYMAN_, 
Stenography_ and Typewriting. 
·FRED. · PA TTER_SON ENSMINGER, 
Book-keeping. 
JOHN. H. NEVILLE, 
Gy1nnasium lnstructor. 
. : . 
E. GERTRUDE FORD., 
Physical Culture. 
GEO. A . . KENDALL, 
. ... 
•relegTaphy. 
EV A S. · LAMSON, 
Librarian. 
SUSIE T. GLADWIN, 
A ssi t.ant Librarian. 
LECTURERS FOR 1897=98. 
BISHOP H. B. WHIPJ>LE, 
Indian Ques tion ; 
B. G. NORTHRO.P~ Ph~ D., 
Peda gogics. 
IO ROLLINS COLLEGE. 
E. C. GARDNER, 
. 
Architecture. 
:THEODORE ·L. MEAD, 
Botany. 
GEORGE D. RAND, 
Art. 
.,.. 
WM. H. JEWELL. 
Law. 
FRED. A. CHAPMAN, LL. B. , 
Elocution. -
OFFICIALS. 
EV A S. LA~1SON, 
In charge of Ladie. ' Hall . 
MRS. G. M. WARD, 
· In charge of P inehurst Cottage . 
MRS. THOS. R. BA.KER, 
In charge of Lake5ide .. Cottage. 
ALICE I '.1 . !\iERRILL, 
In charge of Dll:1ing Hall. 
WILLA.RD- ELIOT, 
Agent. 
WILLIAM J. INGRAM, 
Buildings and Grounds. 
W. R. O'NEAL, 
Treasur~r. 
M. A. HENKEL, M. D., 
Medical Examiner. 
.-
ROLLINS COLLEGE.·• 
. .:: . . . 
Instructio-n. 
If-, .. 
.. . .:. . -·; ." .... 
: .·. , . 
The instruction offered by the -Coilege is · arranged to in~et 
the educational needs of young _men and young woinen, 
whct~e·r . they are able to take a full ·course . of study or only 
special work. - All stu9-ents are expe·cted, however, to sele~t, 
where -possible, some group of studies and take their work in 
regular · order. · . · 
As . the· elective system now largely · prevails ·in Rollins 
College, gr~at tres3 is put on special work _and; · hereafter: ~o 
student wiil be-adn1itted to the degree - of . A. B . . whq has .not 
devoted -a considerable part of _his undergraduate work ·to some 
special :field. This rule is · enforced h1 the belief that _inastl) u·ch 
·as the primary object of education· is th~ a~quiren1ent of habits 
of thorough t systematic mental -work, it is better to. knov one 
subject well than ·to acquire a n1attering of many. . 
OENE ~ AL _ · The requirements for the degree of Batch- . ~ 
COURSES. elor of Arts are divided into four- parts : _ • · 
General, _Special,. The i and Ad itional Elect-
ives. The general work.is -_ required O-~ all ca~didates for the 
degree ; but, as will be · seen ·by reference to the tabulated . 
cour es of study - considerable latitude · in the-- ~-ele tion of 
courses is · allowed. · · Thu , wbi1e one ·cou.r e "in .· the ·natural 
sciences must be taken by every_ student ; h~ may .select from 
among the cour ~es of study -ojtere<;l by the· Department of at-: . 
ural Sciences any one which _he - i prepared to take. 
SPECIAL _ The special work ~s in· groups one q~ whic;h 
must be selected b--\~ the student ·and at lea-5t a . 
. OR.OUP.S. certain mfnimu1n _of "'\VOrk- must be .done in 
. the group -selected. .There ai-e n.o r estri_ctions :w-h~te,-er on the 
selections of groups ; but the work _ within the gtoup 111 s t 
be taken in the o.,:d..er prescribed by the professor ~n ·_charge 
of the department. · This requirement · aims to -en u,r~ syste~-
a.tic . work. As a rt1le ,. it _wiU be be ~t for tne stu e·:nt to elec.t 
his group at _ the beginning of his c-ollecre course and devote 
- to it a part of_ ~ach of his four . years. 
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A written or printed thesis on some subject-
connected with the special _group ~nst be pre-
sented by the candidate for the degree and_ be accep~ed by the 
~aculty before the degree will · be granted. The thesis is ex-
pected to embody the results of otj.ginal investigations on the 
part of the student. 
THESIS. 
ADDITIONAL In addition to ~he General.· and Special 
ELECTIVES. work a,.nd the Thesis, the candi~at~· for the 
· . degree must further select a sufficient number 
of Electives to bring the total . amount of work done up to the 
. requisite 1 _80 points, i. e., fifteen recitations a ·week for , twelve 
terms. This additional work may be taken in the student's 
special group <?r in any other· department or departments. 
Thus . it_ is seen that a student may elect practically any 
_ work which he is qualified to take. At the same . time he is 
required (I) to do a certain amount of work along certain lines 
and ( 2) ·to spe~ialize in some one of the specified groups. 
Upon the satisfactory completion of this work, the student will 
be admitted to the degree o~ Bachelor of Arts and his diploma 
will make mention of his special work. 
Admission. 
TO POST"" - Graduates of Rollins and of other colleges 
offering equivalent courses of study, are ad-
~~ADUA~E mitted to postgraduate work without examina-
- WORK. 
tion, and will, upon the satisfactory complet~on 
of one year's -work, receive the degree of Master of Arts . . 
The candidate for an advanced degree is expected to do 
special work which shall also be .largely original. 
TO ADVANCED T1:1e applican_t for . admission to advai:iced · 
· STANDING. stan<:11ng 11_1 the und~rgraduate grade must 
furnish satisfactory evidence that be has com~ . 
pleted work ~quivaleut to that required of students in 
Rollins College who are in the grade which the applicant 
wishes to · enter. · Testimonials fron1 the instructors with 
whom the work . has been done will be of importance in 
. determining· the applicant's standing and in deciding w-hat 
examinations will be necessary. In any case stud nts are 
adtnitted to advanced standing in the college only provisionally 
and their ultitllate grade will depend on the quality of work 
done. · 
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AS SPECIAL ~ersons nof Cfilldidat~ _for ~ degr~ ma:>: ~ 
STUDENTS. a~m1~ed a~ specral ~tuc;l~nts, w.1thout exam1n~-
. · . tton, provided they give evidence · of their · . 
-preparation to . procee~ · with the -work they sel~t and· obtain ··._ _. · . · :· ·· · 
the permission of the professor -with who1;11_ the work is· to be . · . , ·. · 
t~ken. · · 
TO TH.E . Those · students thaJ- have satisfactorily _. 
complet~d the required work of the_ Rolliµs 
F~ESHM_AN Preparatory School and recei_v e d a certi~cate, .. 
CLASS. are admitted to the Freshman class of the 
college without . examination. Oth~r · candidates for admis-
sion ( 1 ) ·m\1st present duly attested certificat~ _of having done 
in .other schools work eqµivalent .to -t~at of the Jlollins Prep0:r-
atory School . or ( 2) must · l;>e . examined . in ·the,subjects given 
below. . · . · · 
Students entering on certificate& ··· other than - thai: _of the . . , 
Rollins Preparatory School._are r~ceived only provisionally a_nd 
their stay in the college will · depe~d_ upon th~ work they 
. accomplish. · -. Arrangeme~ts for entran_ce ·~xaminations_ may be 
. ·made at any lime, but the ·candidate · ·for . admission is advised 
to p·resent himself for exami_nation ,. if possible, at· the begin-_ 
·ning of the ·college .year.. A grade of. 70 in a scale of 100 is 
required ,of aU students both on e~tering the college and on · 
passing rip fro~ one class to another .·within th¢ college. · But 
· if the mark fall below-70 anp be ~bove 50, tfre student may be . 
· passed conditionally in one , or-at the most-two .studies, . ~ 
which case the condition must be removed by a special. exami~· .· .. 
.nation' at or·before ·the beginnh1g of the tiext college.ye~.-· ·rf 
t~e mark fall below 59 the student· will be consid~red as having· 
failed in bis work . - . . 
.' . " . : . 
Entrance ·Reqiliremen"t:s~ 
( 1) English; ( 2 } Arithmetic; ( 3 ) Geography; · ( 4 ) Ele- . 
mentary· Algebra ; ( s ) Plane Geometry·; ( 6) .Physiology; ( 7) · _ 
American History ; (8 ) General History; (9) · Moral 3:n~ 
Political Science. . 
And five ( 5 ) of the following eleven ( 11 ) electiv~ : 
Latin ( 1 ) I,· ( 2.) II and ( 3 ) III; Greek (4 ) I and (5) II; 
Modern Languages, ( 6 ) I (G~r~an)1 : -(7). IV (Fre~ch) and· (8) VI {Spanish); Natural Sciences~ . "(9) V (Natural PhilQSO-: 
phy) and VII (Ch~mistr¥), (.10) ·XII (Astron~my and . IV 
.. 
., 
14 OLLEGE. 
( •otany) a1d 11 ) X Geology), II Zoology ., and XI 
( . eteoroi gy). 
There ar no restriction whatever on tde election of t e 
1 ctive sn~ je ts, e_-cept that 1 ot more than thr e (3, in the 
modern 1 ngua-re or mor than three 1 3) in th natu'ral 
sci nee::, , ·ill be ace pted a· e1 ... tranc requi ements . 
. ~ can,.idat'° n !"l _? be adn1 ·t ed to tLe college 
deficient in one. or-at the 111->- t-1'-\· ~. of tl1 
w·n not be gradu· t d until th....: d~ficie1 c_.; has b e1 re no --e L 
or a full description of the required and electh e subjects 
to be present<.:: 1 'or n.ch ission be candidate is re err d to the 
Conr of tuc!y of the Rolli1 s Preparatory School- ~7hich L 
pr"'ctic11ly i entical v ·th that required tor admi . ion to th 
col ege-and to tne anno·1Lc ment of the- .. arious Dep-rtments 
f Instruction b tL of ,vl ·ch. are to be fvund in. his ca ~logue. 
In exceptional ca ~e a candidate for adm.i sicn nrn.y, if the 
Faculty so con ent, be permitteci o , .u stitute otr.c:r worl: in 
p ace of that pre. :-ibecl ab ve. 
COURSE OF ·sTUDY LEAQINO· TO·· .:· THE . 
·DEOREE OF -BACHE-LOR .OP ART~. -·· . · 
f Eng·li 4 ·\. • 
OENERAL COU~SES J ~~~~~ ta~:~t~. 
Natural ci nr-
'cience .. · 
1 ;.'10.thernatic. II. 
i Histo r· -. 
NoTE.-At le:-c t one c urse ·thr uo-h9ut three t erm in 
each of the above six subj~cL i.3 re.quired of e "ery· ca~didate 
f~r the degree . 
.( 
SPECIAL GROUPS 
I. 
IL 
Ill. 
. IV. 
V. 
VI. 
VII. 
VIII. 
II. 
f 1 oral and . Political . Sciences, 
~ Hi tor./ and. Engli h. 
- Latin and-· Greek. · 
Latin and Moral arid Political 
. Scie1ices. . 
Latin, History and ~nglisb . 
Latin and Modern Languages. · 
Latin, and Natural .Sciences. 
. lVIodern Languages~ 
Na tur~-1. Sciences. 
. NOTE.-The candidate for the degree roust select one of 
the above eight . special groups and devote the .entire work of 
one· year, i . . e. forty-five (45-) points, to the group seie~ted. 
The work . need not, howe> er be taken in _any one y ear but 
may be divided among the entire four years; and , furthermore 
any one of ."the preceding General Courses , that falls ~ ithj~ the 
province of a group ma) be counted towards the completion .of 
the group. · · ... ·_ 
III . 
THESIS. 
NOTE~-A written or . printed Thes is . on some subject 
connected wi th th speLial .group and_ en1bodyitig the resu~ts of 
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· original investigations, is required of every candidate for the 
degree. The Thesis, if accepted by the -Faculty, will count as 
the eq~ivale~t of nine (9) points. 
IV. 
ADDITIONAL. ELECTIVES. 
No1:'it.-In addition to the Gene~a1 Courses, Sp~cial Gr:oup 
. and Thesis, the student shall further elect a sufficient number 
of courses to bring the total amount of work done up to · the 
requisite 180 points, i. e. fifteen recitations a week for twelve 
terms. There are no restrictions whatever on the selection of 
additional Electives, except that no course may Q_e taken _with-
out the permission of the professor in charge. 
ROLLINS PREPARATORY ·scttOOL. 
Applicants for admission must have·1iad such instruction 
..s will enable them to begin with· the studie$ of the first year. 
Students may be admitted to advanced standing (1) on 
examination, or (2) on the . presentation of a duly attested 
certificate of the applicant's previous course of study. The 
ultimate grade of students admitted to advanced standing will 
depend on the .quality of work done. 
Upon the completion of this course the student will re-
ceive a certificate, and may be . admitted to Rollins College 
without examination. · 
NoTE.-A detailed description of the courses of study 
-0:ffered during the Third, Fourth and Fifth year~ will be found 
in th~ Departments of Irstruction. 
Course of Stu~y. 
FIRST YEAR. 
English Grammar, . . 
Reading, Writing and Spelling, 
Arithmetic, 
Geography, 
SECOND YEAR. 
· English Grammar, . . 
Reading, Writing and Spelling, 
Arithmetic, 
American History, 
English I, 
Algebra, 
THIRD YEAR. 
Daily 
' ' 
' ' 
( C 
Daily. 
' ' 
'' 
5 times a week. 
5 '' '' ,, 
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And one of the· following electives : 
Latin I, 
Modern Languages I, IV or VI, 
Natural Sciences V and VII; ·XII and IV, or 
X, II and XIV, 
. English II, 
History I, 
FOURTH YEAR . 
Physiology and Hygiene, 
.A.nd two of the following electives: 
4 times a week_. 
4 '' '' '' 
4 '' ,, ,, 
Once a week .. 
3 times ' ' ·' ' 
Twice '' '· 
Latin II. 4 times a week. 
Greek I, 4 ' ' ' · 
l\fodern Language5 I, IV or VI, 4_ '· '· '' 
Natural Sciences V and VII ; XII and IV, or 
X, II and XIV, 
ltng1ish III, 
Mor .1 and Political Science, 
Plane Geo111etry, 
4 '' 
Once a week. 
Twice ·' 
3 times ' 
And two of the follo,ving electives : 
L--itin III, 4 titnes a week. 
Greek II, 4 '· ' \ '' 
Moderu Languages I, IV or VI, 4 '· '' '' 
1-{atural Scicn es V and VII, XII and IV, or 
X, II aud XIV, . . . 4 '' '· 
NoTE:-It will be observed that the course · of study of 
the Rollins Preparatory School is so a ·rranged that the student, 
in addition to duing certain required work, shall either · take 
Latin and Gre~k or substitute in their place an equivalent 
amour.t of work in the modern languages and natural sciences. 
To prevent 'too extensive spceializing while in the Pre- -
paratory School, no student will be permitted to elect in any 
one year more than one course in the modern languages or 
n1ore than one in the natural sciences. 
. -
DEPARTMEI TS OF INSTRucTION~ . 
Economics, Law a nd p ·~1ir~sophy. 
Annozmcemcnt for I897-98. 
(a.) ECONOMICS. Tiit _aim of thi ·· cotirse CO.UR.SE I. in-Political ·Economy is to i>rovi<le a: k11owledg¢ 
of the leading principles · of the sub~ect as· -~ basis for further 
study. The general principle3 cf Et·onot!"1ics will be empha-
sized in order to _ lay before the _ student the id~:as held on · tpese 
subjects by leading writers of -yarious countries. Th~ t<;>pics 
treated will · include l\'.Ioney, Credit-and Bf 11.kh1g. the Tariff 
Taxation, Railways, T1·u;-;t~, Labor and kindrtd topics~- -
(b.) Soc10LOGY. An introductory:.course dealit g with 
the history ·of sociology a~ a science. So~e- of the · ubjects 
treated are Anthropology, Ethnology, the Philosophy of Socjal 
Life, A;>plied Sociology 1 Statistics a_nd Present Social Problems. 
COU RSE II. _(a.) A~~~ICA~ CON~TlT1!TIO!'AL ~Aw.-·. 
LA w ~ , This course . 1s design d to __ .-g1':·e ~l-1: st_udent _a _ 
. knowledge .of the genera l . pn~c1p!<.:S of tte 
Constitutional . Law of_ the United States; Special atte11tio~ 
will be given to the origin and deYelopment of American. 
Political Institutions. - . -
(l;>.) ELEMENTARY LAw.-This cours·e is inten led as.an 
aid to students in gaining a knowledge 9f . the leading priu-
c~ple~ of Common -Law, of the- English-:Ame.tican syste_ms of 
law. · · - · -
(c.) IN~.rERNATIONAL LAW.---This course wiil treat · of 
the fundamental principlc-s of International Law, and t11e·_ rules 
tha_t govern the intercour~ of States. · · 
COURS E Ill. _ An elem~ntar): cou~s.7 .rs. -gh·en iu the Pre- · paratory School ~n . Civil Gov{.n;~~ent. The · 
ohject is to furnish studq1ts with a · brief outl-it ... e :of the system 
of · An1r.:rican Governm-en t. · 
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(a.) _ PSYCHOLOGY AND ETHICS.-A · gen-COUR.SE. IV. l . rod era int uctory course . 
. ·P ·HILOSOPHY. (b.) HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY.-.The ·pur-
pose of this course is to familiarize the student with the main 
current of progressive thought, from the beginning of Greek 
speculation down to the present time ; to give as far as possible 
an insight into the -leading problems of philosophy, · and an 
understanding of their historical solutions . 
.A 
Bible Study. 
PRESIDENT WARD. 
The Bible will be systematically studied as the '' Book of 
Books,'' the inspired record o( .God's-word. · · · · 
Courses will be given also iti Introduction. to Old Testa-
ment, Old Testament History, The New Testament Canon, 
and The History of the English Bible. · · 
The literary and historical features of the Bible and its 
influence on the Sociological development of mankind will be 
made 
Greek. 
Announcement for I897-98. 
This Department is Conducted by Professor Ford. 
As to extent of work in this department, the aim· is to gain: 
1. A mastery of Att-ic Greek, which is the standard form . 
of the lapguage and contains nearly all its best literature; . 
2. A good knowledge of Ionic Greek, which. is closely 
allied to the A#ic. and contains Homer's Iliad and Odyssey, 
the model epics of all ages ; . . . 
3. · An · introduction to New Testament Greek, a knowl-
edge .of which is an important acquirement in Christian scholar-
- ship and one of the practical ~nds of studying Greek~ 
As to Method of work, in addition to the absolute mastery 
which should be required of the student in· everything : 
attempted, it is thought important to keep in view the follow-
ing ends: 
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1. ~o . d~rect attention chiefly to· the essentials of . the 
language with reference to the early and ·pleasurable reading 
of connected· discourse ; . · _ . · . _ · · 
2~ To give the : study of . Greek ~s practical. a tur-n as . 
po~ible, .by noting the numerous ·:·English derivatives from · 
Greek and the· grammatical principles common to· Greek and -· 
English , also by giving attention to rhetorical and literary : 
·qualities ~ith_ reference to the ·~ultivation of literary taste ·; ·. 
3. To make the study of Greek the means of recalling a .. 
vjvid picture-of ancient Greek life. To-this end. the Geogr~phy 
of Greece, the ·history; . customs and manners of the people are 
le~ed and no · circumstance is negl~cted ~hich qui·_ give 
reality to their objects of thought· an<;i interest to the ·study of 
their language. · · 
. COURSE I. First Greek . Book,. . White . (of Harvard 
University). Inflections of nouns, adjectives-p· 
and verbs. Analysis of verbal forms~ Translation of .Greek 
into English and English into O-reek. Reading ·of connected . 
narrative. Conditionatsentehc~s. IndA-ect discourse . . · Study · 
of old Greek life. - Readings from the New Testam~nt and the 
Anabasis. Four times a week throughout the year. 
COURSE II Fall . and Winter · Term.s: . Xenophon? 
• Anabasis, Harper ~nd _ Wallace. ·~t · ,least 
three book$ are read. The geography and history of .Greece 
are s ·~udied~ ·Twenty less~ns of Jones' G::teek Composition ·are 
taken. · Spring Term. Three books of Homer's.Iliad. ·Four 
times a week throughout the year. 
COURSE 10_. . (a:) _ ~omer's Ot;fyssej, selectio1:1s. '!'he .. 
. pecubanties of Ionic Greek · are ·. studied. 
Attention is ·given to Prosody a.nd Mythology, . also to figures 
of speech and other literary qualities. The_ student ~ms ~ri 
.outline of the entire _poem and upon th¢ Hom·eric Question 
studies the famous ·XXI chapter of · Grote. Fall and Winter 
terms. Four times. a week. . . 
(b.) ·Herodotus, with geography of the East and .st.udi~s 
in early history. Greek Prose Composition> Spring· term. 
Four times a .week. ·.• . 
The Greek N:ew Testament, .with learning 
COURSE IV· of vocabularies, -study of words ~nd rendering 
English translation into Gr·eek from memory. Twice a week' · 
throughout the year. _ . . _ 
COURSE ·v. . . (a.) .J:'all ·· Termr _ -~l~cti~ns from · the 
· _. Memor.ab1ha. A special study 1s made of ~hat 
part _of the Grammar which treats of the formation ·of words 
-----
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by stem changes and by suffixes and reading at sight is done. 
The -LXVIII chapter of Grote is studied upon the life of 
Socrate..-.; and his work as a philosopher ; also portions of 
Draper's Intellectual Development of E11rope. 
(b.) Winter Term. Demosthenes on the Crown. with 
studies in the political institutions of the Greeks, History of 
Philip of ~Iacedon and life of Demosthenes. The LXx;XIX 
and· XC chapters of Grote are _stu~ 
(c.) Spring Term. Sophocles' Oedipus Tyrannus. All 
of the tragedy. including all the choruses, is scanned, together 
with studies in Greek Literature. 
Three times a '\Veek throughout the year. • 
.COURSE VI. The Tragedy: Selected Dramas o~ Euripi-
des, Sophocles and Aeschylus. This course 
ain1s to promote a careful comparison of the m.ethods and spirit 
of the three great tragedians. _ Three times a week through-
out the year. 
COUR.SE VII. Aristophanes : Selected Comedies. The development of Greek comedy and its scenic 
representation. Three times a week throughout the year. 
(To be given in 1898-99.) 
COURSE vni. Normal cour~e for those intend ing t_o teach 
_ Greek, embracing a thorough review of 
elementary work, together with instruction in methods of 
teaching. Twice a week throughout the year. 
NoTE.-Stud ents · admitted to the college .without present-
ing Greek as an entrance requirement, may take the elemen-
tary courses and receive full credit for them. 
Latin. 
A,.nnouncement for ,r897-98 . 
This Department is Conducted by Profes or Austin. 
In the study of Latin, two objects are kept in view: first, 
mental di. cipline ; and second, practical result~ in the ac-
quisition of ·valuable knowledge, especially a better kn<;>wledge 
of English. . 
In securing the first object, the student is called upon to 
do his own thinking, and as much of · it as possible. In 
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~ecitation he is required to give reasons for statements of fact, 
wheneve~ reasons can ~ found. - The accuracy of his thinking 
is aided by :demanding accuracy in all his work. He is taught 
to discriminate carefully in the choice of words in translatiqn. 
The study of synonyms is made prominent. Latin is read at 
sight as a test of scholarship and an excellent discipline for the 
mental faculties, as well as to seeure a larger acquaintance with 
authors. In sonie of the courses an_ attempt is made at off-
hand translation from English into Latin. _ _ 
In securing the second object, much information is gath--
ered from Ancient ·Mythology, Biography, Geography, Hist(j.1y 
and the whole field of Classical Antiquities. Especially is a 
better grasp of the English language secured in the thorough 
study of its roots so thickly penetrating the whole fiel i of 
Latin literature. 
Fall and Winter Terms. Cottar and 
- COURSE 1• Daniell's First Latin Book. Pronunciation of 
Latin (Roman method); reading and writing Latin; exercises 
in translating from Latin into English and from English into 
·Latin. Spring Term. Harkness' Grammar and Kel~ey's 
Cresar begun. Four times a week throughout the year. · 
Fall and Winter Term . Harkness' Gram-
COURSE 11• mar and Kelsey's Cresar. continued. In Ca:!sar 
Books I, II and III of the Helvetian War· will be read, with 
Latin composition _based on the text, study of the ·order of 
words and re.ading at sight. _ In the grammar work there is a 
careful review of inflections and of syntax previously studied, 
together with advanced syntax, drill on forms, with much. 
writing of inflections. Creighton's Primer of Roman History. 
Spring Term. Allen an~ Greeriou3"h's Cicero, First and 
Second Orations against Cataline, Cresar, Book . IV at sight~ · 
Syntax conti~ued. · Four times a week throughout the year: 
COURSE Ill. Fall Term. Allen and Greenough's Cicero 
co~tinued; Third or Fourth Oration against 
Cataline ; Oration for Archias or Oration for the Manilian 
Law. Latin Composition. Cresar at sight. Careful study of 
Syntax. Etymology and synonyms. Arrangement of the 
Latin sentence. Wilkin's Primer of Roman Antiquities. 
Winter and - Spring Terms. . Greenough's Virgil, Aenei_·d, 
Books I to VI. ✓Prosody with scanning and the application of 
the rule6 of quantity. Latin Poetry. Mythology and Roman 
religion. Reading at sight from Cicero. Review of Syntax 
:and inflection·. Four times a week throughout the year. 
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COURSE IV. (a.) - Fall Term. Livy, Book XXI _ 
Contemporary His_tory. Latin Composition. 
Reading at sight The Organization and History of the-
Roman Army. 
(b.) Winter Term. · Tacitus' Agrlcola. Germania at 
sight. History of the Roman Empire. _ 
( c.) Spring Term. Horace, Selections. Horatian 
metres. Roman Literature. Roma~ Social Life. 
Four times a week throughout the year. 
COURSE v (a.) Fall Term and half of Winter Term~ 
· · Juvenal. Roman Social Life. 
(b.) Second half of Winter Term and Spring Term. 
Selected plays of Terence. The Drama at Rome. _ Early 
Latin. 
Thre~ times a week throughout the year. 
COURSE VI (a.) Fall Term. Cicero, De Offici£s. 
· (b.) Winter Term. Pliny's Letters. 
( c.) Spring Term. Quintilian, Book X. · 
Three times a week throughout the year. . 
COURSE VII. (a.) Fall Term. Minor poets of the 
Augustan Age. 
(b.) Winter Term. Seneca. Roman Philosophy. 
( c.) Lucretius. 
Three times a week throughout the year. (This course 
will be given in 1898-99.) 
COURSE VIII. ~ormal co?rse for those inte~ding to teach 
· · Latin, embracing a thorough review of elemen-
tary work, together with instruction in methods of teaching .. 
Two hours a week throughout the year. 
N0TE.-Students admitted to the college without present-
ing Latin as an entrance requirement, may take the elementary 
courses in Latin and receive full credit for them. These will 
_.be especially valuable to students that desire some acquaintance 
with Latin for purposes of etymology. (See note at foot or 
Greek courses.) 
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M~dern: · Language~. 
Announcement for z.897~98. 
. . 
This Departm·ent "is Conduc_ted by ProfessQr _Hills. 
Two years' work . is,· offered in · German~ French and · 
Spanish. Th~ first course in each of these languages incluqes, 
systematic work in orthography and . accidence and the simpl~r 
rules of syntax, elementary prose ·co.mposition, prepared · trans-
lation together with translati'.on at sight and frqm dictatj.on,, 
writing fro.m dict~tion, the recitation of selections committed. . ... 
to µiemory _ and e~ercises in conversation. · The _object of th~ 
course is to give the student practice in . conversation, the 
. essential elements of grammar and the ability to read.ordinary· 
prose with. ease-. . . . . . . 
In the second year the object of study· is ·literary rather··. 
than ,grammatic~l. Two hours a week ·are _devoted to r~ading · 
advanced texts and one hoµr a week ·'in the Spring term to .the 
study of the history of the literature with· especial reference .to 
jts principal schools or movements. on·e hour a week during 
the Fall and Winter . terms is given up to. compositJon, dicta-
tion and pronunciation. Extensive collater~l ~eaditig · is 
required throughout the year. In the Fall and Winter·· terms-· 
one or two works are as~igned tQ each student for . private. 
reading, and examinations on. tl;t.e language atjd coptents of the · ::_. 
works· assigned are held at the end of the terms·. In _the Spring 
terni collateral reading on · the history of the literature . is-
requii-ed. Courses III and IX will be _given during- 189~-'99. 
COURSE I. E~etilentary Gern1an. . Four . t_imcs a week 
. throughout the year. · Joynes-Me1ssn~ G~am- · 
mar; Harris' Reader; Storm, Immensee; . Heyse, L' Arr~lnata,. · 
and Hauff, Das Kalle Herz. 
Advanced German. ..'rhree times a week . 
-COURSE 11- · througho,ut the year. . 
a. Fall Term.; Syntax and Prose Composition . once a . 
week. Freytag, ·So/I und Haben, twice. a week . 
. PRIVATE RE.ADINGs.-'\ton . Hillern, Hoe1&11r al• die Kirch.a; Gerstaeckcr, Genn.tJl• .. 
hau•en; ·scbiller, D•r Nejfe cil• Onkel,· Richard Leander, Trt;iU4fflHreien,· Schtnidt.; .. • 
Hrin,:ich -von Bichenfela;_ Riehl, Burg Neidick. Der. Fluck _der Bchoeftht!!Jit; EcksteiB,. 
Prd•gekroent,· Jensen, Dl.e Braune Brica,· Vo11 Berth~ld Auerbach, B,.igi~a. 
·b. Winter Term. Syntax and Prose Composition ·once .a · 
week. Schiller~ · 'f:¥ilhelm Tell, twice a week. · 
PRIVATE READYNGS.-Freyta~. Dt~ Jourflall.at~: Eichendorff, Au• dna .£411) .. 
dne• Taugenichta; Heine, Die ·Harz:rei•e; ·Scheffel, 2'TCHJ&peter 1>on Sadddfl.ges;: 
. Fc,uque, (lndine,· Cbamisso, Schlemel; -Gerstaecker, Irrfahrte:n, . ' 
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c. Spring Term. History of German Literature once a 
week. Goethe, Hermann und Dorothea, twice a week. 
G-9etbe's Faust, Parts I and II; The Ger-
COURSE 111• man Drama of the Classic Period. · The text 
of Faust will be read critically and the life and writings of 
Goethe will be studied in their relations to tJie literary move-
ments of the period. Twice a week throughout the year. 
(To be given in 1898-'99.) .A 
COUR.SE IV Elementary French. Four times a week 
• throughout the year. Edgren's Gram·mar ;_ 
Super's Reader; Erckmann-Chatrian, Le Conscrit de 'I8I3; 
Feuillet, Roman d'un Jeune Homme Pauvre .. 
COUR.SE v. Advanc~d French. Three times a week 
throughout the year. 
a. Fall Term. Syntax 3:nd Prose Composition once a 
.week;- Crane's Le Romanjisme Francais, twice a week. 
PRIVATE READINGS.-France, Abeille; De Mus. et, Pierre et Oamille; Halevy, 
L' ..f bbe Oonatant(n,· Souvestre, Un Philoaophe aous lt:B Toita,· Bertheroy, Le Roman 
d'une Ame,· Pailleron, Le Monde ou l'on s·ennuie; Labiche et Martin, Le Voyage de 
JC. Pttr'richon,· _Sandeau, Mlle. de la Beigliere. · 
b. Winter Term. Syntax and Prose Composition once 
a week. Crane's . Le Romantlsme Francais continued and 
Victor Hugo, Hernan£, t" ice a week. · 
PRIVATE READINGS.-Sand, La Petite Fadt:tte , La Mare (l'U Diab.le,· Banville, 
Gringoire; Sandeau et Angier, Le Gendre de M. Poirier; Copr,ee, Le Luthier de 
Cre-mone; Merimee, Oolomba. 
c. Spring Term. History of Frencb Literature once a 
weex:. Corneille. Le Cid, and lVIoliere, Les Femmes Savantes, 
twice a week. 
COURSE VI. Elementary Spanish . . Four times a week 
throughout the year. Edgren's Grammar; 
Matzke's Reader; Valera, El Pa_jaro Verde and De Larra, 
Partir a Tiempo. 
Advanced. Spanish. Three times a week 
COU~SE VII. throughout 'the year . . 
. a. Fall Tenn. Syntax and · Prose Composition once a 
week. De Alarcon, El F£nal de Norma, twice a week. 
b. Winter Term. Syntax and Prose Composition once a 
week. Cervantes, Don ·Quijote de la Mancha, twice a week. 
PRIVATE READINGS FOR FALL AND WINTER TERMS.-Galdos, La Loca · de la 
Oa•a. Dona Perfecta; Vald~, Marta y Mnria. Joae; Caballero, La Pam ilia de Al-
1Pilreda: Valera, Pepita Jtm.-.nez ,· Castelar, La Hermana dtJ la Oaridad; Moratin, 
-Bl Si de las Nina•. 
c. Spring Term. History of Spanish Literature once a 
week. Calderon, La Vida es Sueno, twice a week . 
. COUR.SE VIII. . Elementary ~panisb. Twice a week during 
Winter ~nd Spring Terms. The same text-
books will be used as in Course V. 
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COURSE IX. Elementary Italian. -Twice a week during Winter and Spring Terms. Grandgent's 
Grammar; Bowen's First Italian Readings; Manzoni, I 
Pn,mess£ Sposi. In this course great stress is laid on the 
formation of a correct Florentine .pronunciation and on the use 
of musical terms. (To be given in 1898-99.) 
• 
E~glish and History. 
This Department is Conducted by Profes or Longwell and Assistant. 
ENGLISH . 
· Elementary Rhetori~ , Prose Composition 
COURSE 1• ·and English Literatur·e. Five times a week. 
COURSES II Pro e Compositio~ and English Literature, 
AND UI. each once a ,,eek. 
READINGS.-ln Cour e · 1, II and III, the following works are to be tudi.ed; 
tho e in A will serve a a b:a ns for prose co1npo ·ition; the ubject-matter. form and 
structure of tho e in B will be carefully ·tudied in d~· : · 
For 18<}7-98: A. 1\liltou, i -aradise Lo ·t, Books i and ii; Pope, Iliad, Book i and 
xxii; . The . ir Roger de Coverley Paper in the Spectator; Gold mitb, The Vicar of 
Wakefield: Colel"idge. The Andent 'Mariner: outhey, ·r.ife of Nel on~ carlyle, ~ ay 
on Burns: Lowell, 'rhe Vi~ion of ir L.Runfal; Hawthorne., The Hou. e of the Seven 
Gabl ; B. Shake. peare, Iacbeth; Burke, Conciliation with America; De Quincey, 
Flight of a Tartar Tribe; Tennyson·,- The I · rince ; 
For 189 -99: .A. Dryden, Pala1non and Arcite; Pope, Iliad, Books i, vi. xxii, 
xxiv; 1.'he Sir Roger de CoYerley Paper in the 'pectator; Gold mith, The Vicar of 
Wakefield; Coleridge, 'l'be Ancient Mariner;. De Quincey, The Flight of a Tartar 
Tribe; Cooper, The Last of the :Mohic~n ; Lowell, The Vision of" Sir La nf"al ; Haw-
thorne, The Hou~~ of the eYen G~bles. B. 'hakespeare, Macbeth; Milton, Paradi e 
Lost, Books i and ii; Durke, Conciliation with America; Carlyle, Essay on Burn . 
COURSE IV. Advanced Rhetoric and Engiish Literature. 
Required of all students in the college. FiYe 
times a week thr0ughout the year. Rhetoric is _studied during 
the Fail term. During the ··\\ inter and Spring terms the "ork 
embraces an outline_ of the growth and development of Engli h 
Literature, critical reading in class of selections from the 
master-pieces, together with collateral readings and essays . . 
COURSE v. Lectures on ~n~IL h Literature front Cha~- · 
cer to the Beg1nn1ng of the 19th Cet tury. 
T .he readings required in connection . with the lectures will be 
&uly as5igned. Twice a week throughout the year. . 
COURSE VI. Lectures on English and Americat? -· Liter-
ature of the 19th Century. Extensive col-
lateral reading will be required. Three times a ·week through-
out the year. 
• 
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·coUR.SE VII. Forensics and Deb~ti~. ·_Requires Courses 
I,II,III and IV or their. equivalents, as prepa-
ration. Twice a week throughout the year·. · 
. COURSE VIII. . Fo~a:tion- of the · -English Language . . 
Three times a week throughout _ the year. 
·· (a.) Fall and half of Winter Term. Early English. 
- .Sievers, Old English Grammar; Bright, Anglo-Saxon R ·eader. 
(b.) Half of Winter Term and Spring Term. Middle 
English ; Reading of Middle English Texts. _ (To .be given in 
1898-'99.) 
HISTORY. 
COUR.SE I. General History. An . outline of Ancient, 
Medireval and Modern History. Three times . 
a week throughout the year. _ ·• 
COURSE 11• ~istory of. Eng.l~nd. Lectures; text-book 
·and collateral readings. Three times ·a week 
throughout the year. . 
COURSE 111 _ American History -from . th_e Earliest Di.s-
. covery to the End of the Civil W _ar. Lectures, · 
text-book and collateral readings. Twice a week throughout-
the year. ' : . . 
NoTE.-This course should be preceded by the elementary 
-course given in the second year.of the Preparatory School or · 
· its equivalent. · 
General History of Europe from the Com-
COURSE IV. mencement of the 17th Century to the Present 
- Time~ Lectures and collateral readings. Three times a week 
throughout the year. _ . 
COURSE v Europe during- the Middle Ages. Fall 
· Term: The rise of the New Rome (A. D. 
300-800). Winter Term: The Feudal Era (800"'1 .3~-) 
Sprin.g Term : · The Renaissance and the Reformation ( I 300-
1600) . Three times a week throughout the year. . (To . be 
given in I 898- '99. ) 
COURSE VI · ·., Twice a week throughout the year. 
. . · (a.) Fall Term and half of Winter Term. 
Ancient Gr~ece, to the Absorption by Rome . .. 
(b.) ·Half of Winter Term and Spring Term. Ancient 
Rome,- to the loss of the West. 
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Natural· ·sciences . 
.. 
Announcement for · I897-98~ · ., . 
This· Department is Conducted by Professor Baker and Assistant.· · · 
A. - e10LOGICAL SCIENCES. 
Biology, taken·· in its . broadest sense, •includes · the wh~le· . 
reabn of. organic -life. . It is the organic world in . contradis- . -.. 
tinction to the inorganic or physical worl~. aeI,tce Biology · 
stands for a group of the natural ·sciences, which· are to a lar·ge.- ·'. 
degree distinct in aims and pr9-blems, yet closely allied in their . 
general scope. The d9main of Biology is .the entµ-e re·alm _of . 
life, not only of the plants ·and anim:als of to-day, . but also of 
the primeval and intermediate organisms. : .· 
COURSE I. Biology. . Spring- Ten;n . . ·. Three times a 
week. In this course special attention is given 
to the problem of both vegetable and animal life. Typi~al 
forms of plaµts and animals are examined with ref~rence to 
their anatomy and physiology. A general survey of the whole 
field of the Biological Science~. · . -.. 
COURSE I.I. . Zoology. ~int~r rer~. Fo~r tim_es a 
. week. The gener~l principles of the . science · · 
are studied and· a speci~ effort is niade to : familiarize _the_ 
.student·with the structuralfeatures of animals ·that are valuable -
. in classification. Text book work; lectures and practicums-. 
COUR:SE III. . Physiology and Hygiene. - Twice ~- week-.. · 
throughout the year. In this course free use_· 
is made of the skeleton, charts,. m:icrosc·opes, etc .. , . and the 
instruction includes ·. some experiments in ·phy•siological 
chemistry. Lectures, <l:emonstrations and- practicums. 
COURSE IV. . Bota~y- . ·Winter and,. ~pritig Terms. 
· Three times a week. A prom1~ent fe~ture -of 
this course is botanical analysis, making the student acquainted 
thereby with the int~resting flora of the College region.· The 
instruction is· aided by · several compound . microscopes well 
. adapted to the work. General Comparat~ve Mqrp_hology and 
. Physiology of plants is also ·studied. . ·. . .•, ·. 
B • . THE. P·H·Y$.ICAL SCIE~:CES . . ·· 
·couR.SE v. Elementary Natural Philosophy._· Fa~ .a~d 
Winter Terms. Four times a week. . This .. · 
-course presents a general view of. the subject~ The instrii.ction . 
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includes much experimental "illustration and many simple 
practical .. exercises. 
COURSE VI. Advanced Natural Philosophy. Twice a 
week throughout the year. The presentation 
of the subject is more complete -in this course than in 
·Course I,and more attention is given to technical work. 
COURSE VII. . Elementary Ch~m~stry. Spring Te~1?· Fo_ur 
- times a week. This 1s a short cGUrse 1n Chem-
istry designed for students beginuing the subject. It presents 
briefly the leading facts and principle.; of the science and is 
intended to form a · good basis for future study of the subject. 
COURSE VIII. . Advanced Chemistry. T~ree times a ·w~k 
. tnroughout the year. In this course the prin-
ciples of the science and its various _ practical applications are 
made prominent features of the work · and expcrimeptal illus-
tration constitutes an essential part of the instructio!}. 
Practical Chemistry. Twice a week 
COURSE IX. throughout the year. This course is intended 
· to illustrate the theoretic~! and. descriptive p:1.rts of the subject 
studied in the classroom and includes a short course · in 
Analytical Chemistry. 
NoTE.-Tbe elements of Chemistry are taught by reci-
tations from text-books and by lectures and laboratory work. 
There is much vvork in the writing of . chemical equations and 
the solution of chemical problems. . 
COURSE, x. . Elementary Geolo~y. Fall Term. Fo~r 
, tunes a week. In tlus course much use 1s 
made of the valuable collection of geological specimens in the 
college mu~um, and some detern;iinations of minerals based on 
their physical properties are made. · 
COURSE XI Advanced Geology. Fall and · . Winter 
· Terms. Three times a week. In th~ Ad-
vanced Geology the work to be done is 5imilar to thr~.t pursued 
in Elementary Geology, but is more detailed and technical. It 
includes a short course in the determination of m. :nerals by 
blowpipe analysis. 
COURSE XII. . Elementary Astro~omy. Fall Term. Four 
tunes a week. This course em braces the 
eleaients of the subject. An excellent Alvin Clark refracting 
telescope is .a valuable part of our equipment for out-door 
astronomical work. 
· · COURSE XIII. Ad,ranced Astronomy .. Twice· a week 
_ throughout the year. In thts course the sub-
ject is presented more fully and technically than in Course 
. ' . 
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VII. A knowledge of- some oranch~s . of higher ·mathematics 
is necessary in order to pursue_ this course.. . 
COURSE XIV. Meteorol~gy r Spring Term. Fo'ur ~es 
. _ . a week. This . course emg_race~ -the subJec~ 
involved in · the interesting and valuable work of the National" 
Weather Bureau;·· and the cours~ includes the recording of. 
several s.el:ies of weather observations by the student a~d a 
' stu9-y of weather forecasting. 
COURSE xv. · ~ _lec_tric-ity. _ Fa!i _and W~n~er Terins . .. ·. 
Twice a week. Thts 1s a practical course, . 
embracing _much experimental ··work. The student m·akes most 
of the exp~ri1netits himself and constructs· mucti .of ~he appa-
ratus that he uses. 
. . 
Matbematics. : . -
Announcement for I897-98. ·· 
This Department is Conducted' by Pr~fessor Emerich. 
, -CO~RSE I. Elementary ~lgebra, five - times - a - week throughout· the year. 
COURSE- II. Pla~e · 0-e<;>metry, tlti-ee · times a week 
throu_,gholit the ye~~ . . . 
CQURSE III. Requireq ·of all students in theCollege. : 
(a.) ~Fall Term·. Solid Geometry. 
(b.) · Winter Term. Higher Algebra. 
( c.) Spring _Term. Trigonometry. _ 
Fo~r times a week thro_ugliout the y~~r. . 
COURSE IV. _. Analytic _ Geometry' and Calculus. · T~:ree . 
times a week throughout the year-. . 
NoTE.-This course must have been pre~eded ·h) Co11:rses 
I, II and _III or their equivalent. , 
COURSE v ·. Theory ?f Equations. _ Requires Course IV 
as preparation. Two hours a week through- . . -
out ~he· year. - (To be given in I 898-99.) · - . · · ··: ·. 
coµRSE VI. Surveying, Plotting and · Topographical 
Drawing; -Levelling and· Field . Work~ · Re-
quires Course III- as preparation. . Three ti.mes a .· week :·· -.-. 
thr9ughou t the year.- · · -. _ · _ 
NoTE.-... ~rithmetic. In connection with the Normal and · 
Commer :ial s ':'hools, courses in viental Arith~etic and Higher_: - -
Arithmetic vvill be offered in r897-' 98. 
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Physical Culture. 
The Instruction for Young Men is Conducted by Mr. Neville. 
That for, Young Women by Miss Ford. 
The work of this department is open to all students-of 
Rollins, under the direction of the )nstructors and with the 
advice of Dr. Henkel. 
Three courses are offered, as follows : 
COURSE I LIGHT GYMNASTics.-Free Gymnastics; 
• Dumb-bells, three series; W~nd Drill, three 
series ; Fencing ; Running ; Ring Exercises ; Fancy Steps. 
COURSE II. - ~EAVY GYMNASTICS.-~ork with Chest 
Weights, ~arallel Bars, Honzontal and Vault-
ing Bars, Vaulting Horse, Trapeze, Traveling Rings, Swing-
ing Rings, Jumping, .. Striking Bag, .Rowing Machine; Mat 
Work. - · 
COUR.SE Ill. DELSARTE THEORY AND EXERCISES. 
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Missildine, Ida, A. B., 
Guild, Clara, A. B., 
Ensmi~ger, Fred P., 
Ford, Ruth Curlet, 
Patterson, Mary E., 
Emery, Robt. D., 
Henkel, Anna M., 
Williams, Myra. G, 
Ford, Emma Gertrude, 
Gladwin, Susie .T., 
Hooker, E. Clarence, 
Hooker, Mary S., 
Paine, Grace E., 
Baker, Norman L., 
Barr,. Russell T., 
Brewer, Mabel, 
Burrell, Mary E., 
Dale, J. Harold, 
Gonzalez, Eulogio, 
Hooker, D. Ashley, 
Lyman, Louis A., 
Maxson, Arthur, 
Price, Carrie R., 
Walker,.Nina M., 
Students. 
Po~t Graduates. 
Senior Year. 
Junior Year. 
Sophomore. 
Freshman. 
Tryon, N. C. 
Winter Park 
Sanford 
Winter Park 
State College-, Pa. 
Burlington, Vt. 
Winter Par~ 
Roc~edge 
Winter Park 
Miami 
Winter Par~ 
Winter Park 
Sanford 
Winter Park 
Quincy, Ill. 
Cortland, N. y_ 
Oxford 
Winter Park 
.Havan~, Cuba 
Winter Park 
Melbourne 
W-inter Park 
Orlando 
~ngwood 
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Abbott, Caroline A., 
~dkins, Will L., 
Ba er, Thos. R., 
Baker, Mrs. S. R., 
Crosby, Florence, 
Davenport, Alice. W., 
Eliot, Lillian Post, 
Russell, Edith, 
VanSickle, Howard, 
Ward, Emma M., 
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Special. 
. Total 34. 
Orlando 
Fredonia, N. V. 
Winter Park 
Winter Park 
Patterson, N. J. 
Waterbury, Conn . 
Winter Park 
Waterbury, Conn. 
Winter Park 
Winter Park 
PREPARATORY . . SCHOOL~ .. 
Ensminger, Mary B ., 
Dreyer, E .mma N. , 
Galloway, John, R. 
Guffin, An~a M., 
. Halliday, Alma, 
Neff. Mabel Ray; 
Nelson~ George, 
Neville, John, H ., 
Price, Jennie, 
Bene<lict, Geo. L .. 
Bigelow, Hayes, 
Bonfield_. Maude. 
Donovan, C. LeBaron, -
Evernden, Ralph, L. , 
Galloway, Emma, T. , 
Gray, DeWitt, 
Guernsey, Josep~ 
Haskins, Hai:-old, 
He-nkel, Fan!lie, 
HiJ}, M. Florence, 
Jones, Grace A. , 
Lee, Annie_ E., 
Macy, Reuben H. , 
Newman, John W ., 
Potter,· Homer B. ,. 
Randell, Arthur L. , 
Sadler, Lucy B. , 
Stem on~· Phillip, 
Slemons, Kate,. B., 
Smith., Chas. 'E., 
Taylor, Jam.es, 
Varnum, Harold, · 
. ' 
· Stu(lents. 
FIFTH YEAR. 
FOU~Tti YEAR. 
' 
.Sanford 
Tampa. 
Oka~umpka 
'\iVinter Park 
: Orange City 
. . Tampa 
Atlanta . . Ga .. 
_ . Bay -City, Mich. 
· Orlando 
Ft. Meade 
Tarpon Springs 
Winter Park· 
Tam.pa 
Winter Park: 
Okahurnpka . 
Palatka 
.· ·orlando 
Tavares 
Winter Park 
Ft. Myers 
Lakel_a~d. 
· Ovied~ 
Orlando 
Orlando·· 
Crescent· City. 
Clay Sprin~ 
Mt. Dora 
_:Orlando 
Or:la·ndo 
Orlando_: 
Orl~ndo 
Lowell_, Mass. 
Beyer, A. Ray, 
Berry, May Belle, 
Cooms, Marion F., 
Elliott, Frank, 
Gonzalez, Jacinto, 
Hardaway, Mary, 
Kells, Eula, 
Mccorkle, Isabel, 
McDonald, Orville, B., 
Noble, Samuel C., 
Perry, Helen G., 
Roberson, Alice, 
Snell, Otis C., 
Tilden, Mabel, 
Turner, J. Fred., 
Washburn, Claude C., 
Watson, George, 
Wilcox, L. Gertrude, 
Cooley, Pina, 
Brewer, Edward, 
Brewer, Robert, L. 
Burrell, William, 
Chubb, Steadman H., 
Davy, John R., Jr 
Millet", Ollie J. 
· Perkins, Beatrice, 
Ro~rson, Sibylla, 
Varnum, Arthur, 
Cary, Robert, 
Fuller, Edith, 
Fuller, Elizabeth, 
Lewton, Jes~amine, 
Mills, Anna, 
Odiorne, Belle, 
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THIRD Yf!AR. 
SECOND YEAR. 
FIRST. YEAR. 
Total 66. 
Lake Howell 
Orlando 
Altamonte 
Sanford 
Havana, Cuba 
Longwood 
Citra 
Maitland 
Livingston 
Lake Helen 
Orlando 
Winter Park 
.Kissimmee 
Oakland 
Sanford 
Duluth, Minn. 
Ormond 
Tampa 
Forest City 
Courtland, N. Y . 
Courtland, N. Y. 
Oxford 
Winter Park 
Clear Water 
Sanford 
Sanford 
Winter Park 
Lowell,. Mass. 
Winter Park 
Milwaukee, Wis. 
Milwaukee. Wis. 
.Winter Park 
Ormond 
Orlando 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC .• -
·The School of Music is conducted by a special Faculty of . 
Music, u-nd~r t~e supervision of the General Faculty of Rollins 
College. It is the aim of the Schoql of Music to produce 
intelligent musicians of liberal culture in the different branches 
of music. ' . 
Recitals are given once a week, in which those pupils 
competent to do so take part; In connection with the recitals 
there are lectures on the history of music and musical form, 
given by the instructors. The aim of thes~ r~citals is not only 
to give the students practice in playing before others, but also 
to help them to a . better understanding and appreci~tion of 
music. Not less important than the regular lessons is the 
opportunity of bearing good music rendered artistically. To 
afford students this opportunity, a number of recitals are given 
during the year by the best artists that can be secured. 
·A good library of standard m ·usic is open to the students 
for use in ·practice. The college has a number of practice 
rooms. containing excellent instruments. A choral club has 
been organized for the study of the best choruses a1~d-<;>ratorios. 
Their work is shown- to the public in several concerts given 
during the year.. Special drill is given in Accomp~ments 
and Ensemble work if desired. 
A diploma is granted upon the satisfactory completion of 
the regular courses in (a) Piano and Harmony or (b) Voice 
Culture and Harmony. Those students that are unable to 
. take a regular course may be 3:dmitted to special work with 
· the permission of the Faculty. _The following courses of in-·-
struction are offered, subject to modification at the discretion 
of the Faculty of Music to meet the immediate rieeds of the 
studentS'; 
PIANO. 
GRADE I.-Principles of touch; ex_ercises for developing 
correct position cf the hand ; rudiments of -music ; ' exercises 
introducing scale work ; easy selections by Schumann, 
Reinecke, Kullak and others: 
GRADE IL-Technical exercises from Mason or Plaidy ; 
scales, major and minor; pieces from Jensen, Gade Schumann 
Reinecke, Oesten and others. 
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GRADJt III.-(a) Scales in all forms ; arpeggios, dominant 
and diminished sevenths, etc.; Loeschorn (op. 65,) Heller (op. · 
4-6); Doering octave studies or the equivalent; Sonatinas by 
Knhlau, Lichner, Clementi and others .. 
(b) Preludes and two voiced Inventions, Bach ; oc~aves 
continued ; easy Sonatas from Clementi, Mozart, Haydn and 
others. 
(c) Cram.er studies comu1enced _; Kullak's octaves; pieces 
by Mozart, Mendelssohn, Dussek, ~aff and others. 
GRADE IV.-(a) Scales in all forms continued, including 
Joseffy's scale forms; Cramer continued; Kuliak oct~ves, Bk. 
11; Jensen {op. 32); pieces from Mendelssohn, Schumann, 
Tlaff_, Chopin and the best modern composers. 
(b) -ciementi's Gradus; Bach's "Well Tempere4 Cla- _ 
vier;" Beethoven Sonatas; Concertos from Mozart, Beet-
hoven, Mendelssohn, etc.; pieces from all the great masters. 
GRADE V.-Moscheles Studies (op. 70); Bach, Preludes 
a nd Fugues; Chopin, etud·es from op. 10 and ·25 ; ~tudies from 
Rubinstein, Liszt, Moszkowski, etc.; Sonatas, Concertos -and 
uther great works by all the great masters. 
HARMONY. 
In addition to the above, a three years' course in Har-
1nony is offered. The study consists of musical notatton, keys, 
~cales, intervals, formation of the triad, inversion of chords, 
;1armonizing basses and sopranos and· modulations to open har-
tnony in Emery's ' ' Elements of Harmony. '~ 
VOICE CULTURE. 
True cultivation of the vqice means the development of 
pure .tone--clear, full and resonant. Not only do we aim at a 
healthy and skillf\11 man~gement of the breath, the art of 
phrasing, attack, legato, intonation and pronunciation, but tc 
realize a higher ideal in all that -is implied in the broad term 
''interpretation,'' a musicianly style. of singing, and a 
thorough appreciation of the best works of the great masters, 
both old and new. 
-No one method-like that of the Italians · or of the Ger-
1nans-is u~d exclusively, but the best features of all methods 
are adopted, and used according to the individual needs and 
wants of the pupil. 
. GRAD~ !.-Lessons in breathing. Emission of voice in 
tone production. Blending of registers.. Diatonic scale in 
slow movement. Sigh_t reading. Easy studies and solfeggios. 
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GRADE II.-Study of major and minor intervals. . Major 
and minor .scales and arpeggios. Chromatic scale in ~low 
movement. · Legatos and st~ccato exercises. Sight reading. 
Progressive studies and solfeggios. Easy songs and ballads. 
GRADE III.-Major, minor and chromatic scales in more 
rapid movement. Arpeggios. So~tenuto. Phrasing. · More 
difficult studies and solfeggios. Sight read~ng. Songs from 
classic writers." · -
GRADE ·IV.-Study of scales and arpeggios continued. 
Advanced studies and solfeggios. Phrasing. Sight reading. 
Songs from the ·Germa~, French and _Italian composers. Reci-
tative and Aria from Oratorio and Opera. · . 
Concone's Schqol of Sight Singihg; Viardot's . " Hour of 
Study;" Concon~'s Lecons de Chant; Sieber (op~ 93 or 94); 
Marchesi (op. 5); Sieber (op. 30 or 31); ·salvator Marchesi.'_.· 
Italian vocalises; Bonaldi vocalises ; Marchesi Studies for Style ·: 
Sieber (op. 129 or t30); Panofka Studies in Execution. 
Banks, Mrs. Sara J., 
Bowyer, Anna, 
C.oan, Emma, 
Cooley, Pina, 
Copms, Marion, 
Davenport, May 
Dickenson, Frances 
Evernden, Ralph, 
Fennety, Be;::ttrice, 
Ford, Faye, 
Gladwin, Susie T., 
Hardaway, Mary, 
Hill, Florence, 
Kells, Eula, 
Kent, Mabel, 
Kirkpatrick, Mrs. ·sarah J., 
Lewton. Jessamine, 
McCorkle, Isabelle, 
McCorkle, Mary, 
Miller, Ollie J., 
Mills, Anna, 
Neff". Mabel Ray, 
Stµdents. 
PIANO. 
Minneapolis, Minn. 
Winter Park 
'Yi.ntcr · Park 
. Forest City 
Altamonte 
~aterbury, Conn. 
Orlando 
. ·. Winter Park 
Orlando 
Chicago, Ill. 
Miam.i 
Longwood -
Fort Myers 
Citrus· 
Council Bluffs, ·1owa 
Philadelphia, Penn·. 
Winter Park 
Maitland· 
Maitland 
Sanford 
Ormond 
Tampa 
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Odiorne, Belle, 
Patte~on. May, 
R.and, Blizabeth, 
· Rand, Anna, 
Sadler, Lucy B., 
Slemons. Kate, 
Smith, Mrs. W.R., 
Tilden, Mabel, 
Washburn, Claude E., 
Wade, Mrs. C. E., 
Wilcox, E. Gertrude, 
Williams, Myra G., 
Fennety, Beatrice, 
Ford, ·Faye, 
Kent, Mabel, 
Lewton, Jessamine, 
Miller, Ollie, J., 
Rand, Elizabeth, 
Sadler, Lucy B., 
Wilcox, E. Gertrude, 
Williams, Myra G., 
Baker, Norman L., 
Banks, Mrs. Sarah J., 
Benedict, Geo. L., 
Cooley, Pina, 
Davenport, May, 
Fennety, Jean S., 
Field, _May, 
Ford, Faye, 
- Ford, Gertrude, 
Hooker, Clarence 
Kells, Eula, 
Kent, Mabel, 
Mccorkle, Isabella, 
Nelson,' George, 
Norton-Taylor_, Violet, 
Paine, Grace E., 
Patterson, May, 
Sadler, Lucy B., 
Slemons, Kate, 
Warq, Harold, 
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VOICE CULTURE. 
Orlando . 
State College, Penn. 
~ngwood 
Longwood 
Mt. Dora 
Orlando 
Winter Park 
Oakland 
Duluth, Minn. 
Orlando_ 
Tampa 
Rockledge 
Orlando 
Chicago, Ill. 
Council Bluffs, Iowa 
Winter Park 
Sanford 
Longwood 
Mt. Dora 
Tampa 
Rockle~ge 
Winter Park 
Minneapolis Minn. 
Fort Meade 
Forest City 
Waterbury, Conn. 
. Orlando 
Orlando 
Chicago, Ill. 
Winter Pork.. 
Winter Park 
Citra 
Council . Bluffs, Iowa 
Maitland 
Atlanta, Ga. 
Orlando 
Sanford 
State College, Penn. 
Mt. Dora 
Orlando 
Wintel" Park 
SCHOOL· OF· AR.T .. . ..... 
The Sch<;>0l of Art is conducted by special Instructors of· 
Art~ un<:fer the supervision of the General Faculty .of Rollins · 
College~ ~ ·· 
It is the aim of the School of Art to give its .students a 
thorough anq. practical knowledge of ·the principles pf art and 
an acquaintance with its literature. A regularly. graded · three 
years' course is offered, . which every student is ,earnestly ad-
. vised to take and at the satisfactory completion of which a _ 
certificate is granted. . . . 
For those students ~hat do not take th~ reg.ula~ course 
special work is provided, which includes instruction jn outline 
work, charcoal and pen. and ink ·work, painting· in bo_th oil a_.nd 
water colors ~nd china painting . . · ~n- elementary ~ourse, ex• 
tending througho·ut one term, is offered free of e~pense ·to the 
students of ·the Rollins Preparatory School. . 
·There .is a · class in landscape drawing t~a~ works out of . 
doors Saturday mornings. The remarkable attractions of ~he 
country around Rollins College, m~e this a very enjoyable 
course. 
·. In connection :with the school, and under _the supervision 
of the instructors,._ there · is a Sketch · Club which nieets every 
Saturday evening.· . . 
The studio is a large, well-appointed room , furnished with.·:· 
abunda~t material for good work . . 
NOTa~-All finished work shall be under ,the control of · 
the Faculty until the close of the school year .. 
Regular · Course. 
COURSE I Elementary . Drawing. Beginning . with ." 
· geometric -solids for the ~tudy of proportion) 
then for -light a.tid shade, following with ·still life objects .for the · : · 
~tudies of value in color, in light and shade, as represented by 
black a _nd white. Drawing in detail the separate features · of 
the face and parts of the human body fro~ C3:Sts. _ · 
ORADE 11• <;asts, etc~ ~olor ?egun. Study from !he _ 
· Ant1quc and the ·study of the · head -·from. hfe. 
Painting from still life, in oil or water ·color. 
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Figure from life. Color con~inued. Study 
~R~DE 111• of full length figure from life. Color work 
continued with original composition from still life·. 
:Rigel ow, Hayes, 
Sadl~r, Lucy B., 
Smith, Gertrude, 
Bigelow, Hayes, 
Crosby, H. B. Jr., 
Ford, Faye, 
Harrington, John W., 
Baker, Mrs. T. R ., 
Beyer, A. Ray, 
Davenport, Mrs. Alice, 
Haskins, Harold C. , 
Smith, Gertrude, 
Washburn, Clarence C ., 
Allen, Maude, 
Baker, Mrs. T. R., 
Beyer, A. Ray, 
Davenport, Mrs. Alice, 
Hardaway, _Mary, 
Jones, Grace E., · 
Kells, Eula, 
Mills~ Anna, 
Noble, San1uel C., 
Odiorne, aelle; 
R~biuson,_ Alice, 
Tilden, Mabel, 
Washburn, · Clarence C., 
Students. 
COLOR. 
PEN AND INK. 
CHARCOAL. 
DRAWING. 
Tarpon Springs 
Mt. Dora · 
Orlando-
Tary>on Springs 
Patters~n, N. J. 
Chi.c~go, . Ill .. 
Worcester, Mass. 
Winter Park 
Lake Howell 
Waterbury, Conn 
· Tavares 
Orlando 
-
Duluth; Minn. 
Patterson, N. J. 
·Winter Park 
Lake Howell 
- Waterbury, Conn.· 
·Longwood 
Lakel~nd 
Cttra 
Ormond· 
Lake -Helen 
Orlando 
·winter Pa:tk 
Oakland 
Duluth; Minn_· 
Names, 26. Repeated, 6. Total, 20~ 
NORMAL SCHCX)L. 
ANNOUNCEMENT. 
• With the beginning . of the school-year of 1897-98, there 
will be establ~shed at Rollins College a fully equipped Normsll 
School, the object of which will be the scholastic and profes-
sional training of teachers. The work of the Normal School 
will be made as practical as possible. Two courses of stqdy 
will be offered : an Elementary Course, preparing the student 
for the county certificates, and a Professional Course, which re-
quires for admission the satisfactory completion of the Elemen-
tary Course or its equivalent and which prepares the student 
for the State certificate. Students may enter either course at 
any time, and the length of tiID:e required for the completion ~f 
one or both courses , will depend entirely on the student' 
preparation and the amount of work he can do. 
The work of the Element~ry Course will include all the 
subjects on which candidates for First, Second and Third 
Grade County Certificates are examined ; that of the Profes-
sional Course, all the subjects required of candidates for the 
State Certificate. At the time this catalogue goes to press the 
Florida State Legislature is in session, and it is possible that 
changes may be made in the laws regulating public instruction 
in the State. In that case the courses of study of the Rollin 
Normal School will be immediately changed to conform to the-
new requirements. The courses of study offered below are, in 
a way, tentative. They include all the subjects at present 
prescribed by law for the State examinations (Cf; pp. 21-23 of 
the '' Digest of the School Laws of the State of Florida ''), 
tog·ether w~th much work in a Practice School. We shall 
keep in touch with Hon._ William N. Sheats, Superintende~t 
of Public Instruction, and shall, with his advice and concur-
rence, make those changes in the coqrses of _ study that are 
deemed advisable. ~ full prospectus of the work of the 
. Normal School will be issued before the beginning of . the next 
school-year, which will be sent upon application. . 
The instruction offered in the Normal School will be 
stTictly normal. Two trained normai' teachers have already 
been definitely engaged for next year, and they will devo~e 
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their entire time to normal work. The college ·authorities are 
resolved to make the Normal School a success and will engage 
other teachers as soon as they are needed. Furthermore, each 
head of a department in Rollins College may be called upon to 
give, in addition to his regular academic courses, a special 
normal course for those students that are preparing to -teach. 
The young men and young women that go to normal schools 
to prepare themselves for teaching are generally older, · or at 
least more mature of mind, than the average academic student 
and, consequently, are willing to work harder and are able to 
cover more ground within a given tin1e. Chiefly on this 
account, the normal work will, with scarcely an exception, be 
kept distinct from the regular academic work. At the same 
time, the work of the Professional Course will be found 
sufficiently advanced to suit the most ambitious, and any nor-
mal student may at any time and without extra expense, take 
special work in the College or Preparatory School, provided 
only he give proof of his preparation to take the work he 
elects. 
The time required for the · completion of one or both 
courses will depend entirely on the student. No effort is made 
to grade students as to years. The student that enters either 
course may have already con1pleted a part of the work and will 
upon examination receive full credit for all work ·done. · 
· Again some students are able to do satisfactorily a greater 
amount of work than others. No restrictions will be placed 
on the ambitious, hardworking student, and while some 1nay 
require two fu11 years for the completion of either course, 
others with the aid of · work done elsewhere may complete 
their course in one year or less. · 
We have said that students may enter the Normal School 
at any time. This is true; but we would urgently advise the · 
student to enter at the beginning of a term, or, hetter still, with 
the beginning of the school year, October 6. There will •be 
three terms throughout the school year, coinciding in time 
with the Fall, Winter and Spring terms of the College. There 
will ~so be a nine weeks' Summer term, beginning May 31 
and ending July 30. The instruction offered during the Sum-
mer term will consist in rapid reviews of the entire work of the 
preceding three terms of the regular school-year, together with 
lectures on Pedagogics and Psychology and exercises in Voice 
Culture. Teachers that are unable to attend the Normal 
School during the regular school year, will find· the Summer 
course well adapted to their needs, and the 1:egular students 
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will find the.reviews.of this course_.of .. value.fu further· p~epar- . 
ing them. for their examin~tions. _ · . . . . · . · .... · · 
The Science of Teaching will receiv~ .the attention that .its 
importance dem.ands. . Students will receiye _instruction in the 
· ele.ments of Psychology and Pedagogics throµghout both. the . 
Elemen~ry . and ~b~ Professional Course, the subjects ~ing, 
however, taught more fully and at .greater length in _the latter 
eou·rse. In order that the teacher may .use aU his faculties to -;. -
the .gre~test advantage, he·- must. baye a thorc;>Ugb knowledge 
.. of the best methods of. placing subject ~atter:-befQre' his pupils. 
And before. methods are put into practice they should be con- · 
sid~red in all th~ir relations to ihe child mind. · This we con-
sider an extremely important part of the instruction offered by 
the Normal School and gre~t str~ss will~ laid upon it. 
The Practice _of Teaching is also au. indispensable part of 
a teac~er's training._ The study of the principles of ~e science 
. and_ the observatio~s of correct methods must be suppleme_nted · 
by· actual practice under careful supervision in · order to attain. 
skill iti _the art of teaching. ln&trttction ·in 'Jhe Science of., 
Teaching is therefore supplemented by the Prac~ice o( Teach- .· 
iug in a Model School which will be· established· .in connection 
with the Normal SchooL Many of the . recitations of the. 
Model ScQool will be conducted_by the students ·. of the .Pro- . 
fessional · Course ang the ·more advanced . students· <•f the 
Elementary Course, under the supervisjQn of an .~pert · critic . . 
The inst~ction given in the M9(1el S~hool .will };}e eqttjva-
lent to that of the State ~r~mary Schools. . The students in the 
Professi<;>nal Course, howev~r, may elect eit~er · the . primary 
instruction of the M·odel School or the more advanced work of 
the Gra~mar School or ·the Preparatory School. ·1r the 
student is preparing himself . to .. teach . ad.yanced work. in .. 
academies or high ·schools·, . the latter would ~ his choice. In • · 
that case. be will be expected to· attend one or more recitations: 
a .day !n the Grammar or the· Preparatory ~hoo1~. and will from 
time. to time take . charge of a cl~ and conduct the recitation 
under the direction of the· regular. instructor. · - . • . 
Upon the _satisfactory c9mpletj.on of the· ~leme~tary 
Course the' student will rece.ive a certificate ; cU~D the ~ti.sfac~· 
tory cQmpletion of the Professional Cour~ the student will be 
adn1itted to the degree of Ba~helor of <Pedagogy ; provided,~. 
however, that in no . case shall the _ certificate . o~ degree ,·be .· .. 
·granted. until the applicant shall have passed the State e~~i-
.nations and received in the first case a · First Grade. County 
Certificate ·and. in the ·second case a ' State Certificate. Exan:ii-
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-nations will be held at stated intervals at the Normal School, 
and those students that pass satisfactotjly may feel confident of 
· ustaining a fair State ex3:mination. If it can be so arranged, 
the uniform State examinations 'will also be held at .-Rollins · 
College at the proper times. This will relieve the student of 
1:he necessity of going elsewhere to be examined and will enable 
him to take the State examinations, in whole or in part, while 
fresh from those of the Normal School, which-will be in subject 
matter and difficulty practically equivalent. 
The price of tuition in the Normal School will be one 
dollar a week in both courses, and the student will -the per-
mitted to elect extra work in the College or Preparatory School 
without extra expense. The gymnasium, library, museum, 
-etc. , are also at the service of the Normal students free of 
charge, and courses in the Schools of Music and Art may be 
taken upon the payment of the regular fees of those schools. 
The students of Rollins College may, on the - other band, elect 
the courses in Pedagogics offered by the Normal School, and 
receive full credit for them toward the completion of the work 
leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts. 
Courses -of Study. 
Cf. remarks on_ Courses of Study to be found on page 43. ) 
ELEMENT AR.V COUR.SE 
1. Orthography. 
2. Reading. 
3. Arithmetic. 
4 ·. English Grammar. 
5. Composition. 
6. United States History. 
7. Geography. 
8. Physiology. 
9. Theory and Practice. 
10. Civil Government. 
Ir. Algebra. 
12. Physical Geography. 
NOTE.-The first nine subjects are required of candidates 
for the Second and Third Grade County Certificates; the 
entire twelve of candidates for the First ·Grade County Cer-
tificates. Upon the satisfactory completion of this ~ourse and 
.after having secured a Fir.st Grade County Certificate, the 
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student will be granted a cert:ificate by · the Normal School. 
1 . . Geometry. 
PROFESSIONAL COURSE 
2 .- Trigonometry. 
3. P~ysics. 
4~ Zoology. 
5. ~ Botany. ~ 
6 ~ · Latin. 
7. Rhetoric .. · 
8. English · Literature. 
9. Mental Science. 
. . 10. General Hi~tory·. 
NoTE.-In addition to the~e ten subjects, there will · be 
lectures on Pedagogics, History of Education and Psychology, 
together with much practice .in teaching. . 
The applicant for admission to the -Professional Course 
must have completed the . required work of the Elementary 
Course or its equivalent, or must hold a Firs~ Grade County 
Certificate. U :pon the satisfactory completion of this course, 
and after having passed the requisite examinations and 
obtained a State Certificate. the student will be admitted to the 
degree of Bachelor ·of - Pedagogy. ·Note, however, that 
app~icants for examination for the State· Certificate of Florida 
must be holders of First Grade County Certificates and must 
have · taught at least twenty-four months, eight months of 
-which must have been taught successfully in this State under 
a First Grade County Certificate. 
,,. 
) 
MODEL SCHOOL. 
The pupils in the Model School will generally · be from six 
to twelve years of age, and the instruction offered will be that 
of the primary grades of the public sch_ools. Tp.e teaching is 
done by skilled instructors and by the more advanced students 
of ·the Normal School, subject to the direction and cQnstant 
supervision of trained instructors. · 
Parents that send · tbeir younger children - to our Model 
School may rest assured that they will receive only the best of 
treatment. They will be taken into the cottages and put 
under the care of the matrons, and will receive the same 
attention as that accorded all other students at Rollins College. 
Their instruction will be ideal. Do not assume that they 
will become an object on which the Normal students are to 
practice. On the contrary they will be taught by trained 
Normal instructors, and whenever their recitations are con-
ducted by student-teachers, it will in every case be under the 
direction and supervisio11: of expert critics, so that only the 
very best methods will be used. 
BUSINESS SCHOOL. 
Announcement. 
With the beginning of the school y.ear 1897-98 1 there will 
be .established a regularly- organized Business School, ·conducted 
by special ·instructors under .the supervision of the -General 
Faculty of Rollins College. Several rooms in Pinehurst, 
completely equipped with every modern appliance, will be 
devoted exclusively · to the use of the students of the Business 
School. · Three courses of study are offered : (a.) The Com-
mercial Cour~e~ (b.) the Shorthand Course_ and (c) the Teleg-
- raphy Course. Students of average ability, that are willing 
to apply themselves, may expect to complete any one of these 
courses in two t~rms (five months) or any two courses during 
the college year of eight months. The tuition is the same 
as i-n the Rollins Preparatory School. Upon the satisfactory 
co1npletion of a course a diploma is granted. · 
Courses_ of Study. 
(a.) COMMERCIAL COURSE.-Book-keeping, Commercial" 
Law, Busiuess Pen·mansnip, Co~espondence, Practical Gram-
mar. Arithmetic, Spelling, Banki~g, Business Forms. 
(b.) SHORTHAND COURSE.--Shorthand, ~ypewriting, 
Commercial Law, Practical Grammar, · Arithmetic, Spelling, 
Letter-writing, Business Penmanship. -
(c.) TitLitGRAPHY CouRSB.-Telegraphy, Commercial 
Law, Practical Grammar Arithmet_ic, Spellingi and the Ele-
ments of Bookkeeping. 
DETA.1 LED STATEMENT OF . WORK. 
BUSINESS . This is one of the chief features_ of the 
. . PRACTICE. Busin~ Sch?Ol· The stu~ent _becomes, in a~ . , 
. . essential particulars, -a busmess man. _ He 1s 
provided wit-h the necessary blanks, docun,eilts and stationery, 
and is directed through a thorough course of transactions, 
correspondence and records, the keeping of a practical set of" 
books and the drawing of all _kinds of documents. 
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CO~MER.CIAL This important branch of .a business ·edu-
cation . will receive much attention. The 
LAW· salient features of the law governing Contracts, 
Agency, Partnership, Sale of Goods, Negotiable P~per, Trans-
fer of Claim, Responsibility, etc., will be carefully considered. 
COMMERCIAL . Promi_nence is given to th?se parts· of 
AR.ITHMETIC. An~hmet1c that ar~ the most important _to 
business men : Interest, Profit attd Loss, Dis-
count, Cominission, Custom House Busin~ss, Taxes, Insur-
ance, Partial Payments and Equation of Accounts. · 
"PRACTICAL It is plain that a busine~ education is very 
ENGLISH inco11:1pl~e without 9: pra<:tical ~nowledge of 
OR.AMMAR. En~hsh. · Th~ subJ_ect ts stripped · of th~ 
- tedious formality · which usually surrounds 1t 
and is made a pleasant and profitable exercise. It is useless to 
attempt to teach· Correspondence to a student who is ignorant 
of the principles of grammar. 
The book we use on this subject contains SPELLI Ci. 
many thousands of words with · their pronun-
ciation and meaning ; also rules for the use of capitals and 
punctuation. 
BUSINESS · Careful attention will be given to this im-
OORR.ES portant branch of a business education. 
PONDiNcE. ~ractical exercises will be given at frequent 
intervals throughout the course to. test the 
student's progress, and to insure his intelligent and practical 
grasp of the subject. 
PENMANSHIP. Studen~ts will enjoy spe~ial advantages _in 
· penmanship. Both the upnght and slant sys-
tems of writing will be taught. 
BOOK- - The course in B_ook-keeping will be found 
KEEPING. thorough and comprehensive and fully ab~east 
· of the methods employed by the -best . busmess 
houses. It embraces the theory and practice of book-keeping 
by botl:i single and double entry, · as applied to Retail Business, 
Wholesale Business, Shipping and Commission, Jobbing, 
Banking and Business Practice generally, as· well as the- taking -
of Trial Balances and Balance sheets and the detection and 
correction of errors. · 
SHORTHAND. · The studen_t will be allowed to select 
. among sev~al systems of shorthand. All the 
best known systems will be taught by thoroughly trained 
instructors. 
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TYPEWRITING. Ty_Pewritin~ naturally _accompani~s short-. 
. hand 1n a busmess educati.on. · So prevalent 
has the use of typewritipg become in the offices of business 
. and professional men that :the value of. a thorough command· of 
one or more of the leading typewriting machines is imperative. 
TELEGRAPHY · A complete system of connections by wire·· 
· · has ·been -established . between Knowles· Hall, 
the Chemical Laboratory and Lakeside, so that the students 
may have ~lip.ost continuous practice under the ·supervis·on and-
guidance of the instructor. · · ' . · 
Students. 
NoTa.-This list contains the names of students that have 
taken .the incomplete courses offered during 1896-97. Those· 
students that return and complete the full courses to ~e given . 
in 1897-98, will be granted a diploma. 
Sten., Stenography ; Type., Typewritin g _~ B-K., Book-k-eeping ; Tel., Telegraphy. 
Baker, Norman L ., Type., Winter Par.I~_ 
Benedict, Geo, L ., B-K. , Fo+t Meade · 
Berry, Mabel, B -K ~, Orlando 
Bigelow, Hayes , B-K. , Tarpon Springs 
Bcrifield, Maud, Sten., Type ., Winter Park 
Bumby, Chas.. B-K.·, Orlando 
Burrell, William, Tel . , Oxford 
Carey. Robt. , B-K. , Winter Park 
Dale, Percy, B-K. , ·_· Winter Park.. 
Donov:an, LeBaron, Ste-n. , Tampa 
Ensminger, Mary, Sten. , _Type. , . Sanford 
Eve1:11den, Ralph, Tel. : Winter Park 
Guffin, Annie, Sten., Type. , Winter Park 
Haskins, Harold, Tel. , Tavares 
Hills, Mary ·F. , Sten .• Type. , Fort Myers 
Hooker. May, Type., ·Wi~ter Par~ 
Kent, Mabel, Sle.n., Type .. , B-K.·, Council Bluffs, _la. 
Macy, Ruben -H . , B-K. , Orlando 
McDonald, Orville, Tel., Livingston 
Maxson, Arthur, Tel., . Winter Park 
__ Newman, John W.. B-K. , Orlando. 
Perry, He~en, , ·n-K., Orlando 
Potter, Homer B., Tel. , ·· Cr~cent City 
SlemQtts, Phillip, B-K., Orlando 
Smith, Charles, B-K. , Orlando 
Turner, J. Pred., SJen. , .. Sanford 
Varnum, Harold, Tel. , Lowell, Mass. 
Wilcox,. Gertrude, Sten., Ty;e. , Tampa 
G SCHOOL. 
The Grammar SchQOl is conducted by special instructors--
under the supervision of _ the General Faculty of- Rollins Col-
lege. _ The course of study, extending throughout two years is-
as follows: 
ORADI; B. 
Robinson's Arithmetic, tp Percentage. 
phy. Smith's Elementary Physiology. 
States History. Language 
Swinton,s Geogra-
Eggleston's United .. 
ORADE A. 
Robinson's Arithmetic, :finished and reviewed. Swinton's. 
Geography, completed. United States History, topical · re-
view. Smith's -Higher Physiology. English G~mmar. · · 
Reading, Spelling and Writing are continued throughout 
both courses. In writing the Spencerian V tttical ~ystem is used. 
For supplementary reading -such books as Kingsley's.-
Water Babies, .Scott~s _ Tales of a Grandfather. Evangeline, 
Snowbound,· Irving's Sketch BOQk, M~rchant of Venice, etc. r· 
are used according to the needs .of the classe~,. 
,Beyer, Emily B .• 
Brock.way., Elma I., 
Coan, Emma R., 
· ·Davids, Mary Isabelle, 
Detwiler, ·_ Irene, 
Bveruden, .Hans F., 
Guffin, Alic~, 
Alcott, Melville R., 
Bowyer, Anna J., 
Students. 
ORADE A. 
Hunter, Alice C., 
LeGreve, :Marie Clothilde, 
McMurray, Charles A., 
Rogers~ Loren A., 
Smith," John E., 
Thompson, John Henry_, 
\Vaddell,Jennie E. 
ORADE B. 
Bowyer, Paul C., 
Ford, Hubert, 
Green, Harry, 
Guffin, Olive, . 
Hunter, Pearl, 
Hunter, Frt:eman J., 
Kedtiey~ Elizabeth C., 
LeGreve, John, 
Lewis, Mildred, 
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O'Neil, ~Marion, 
Prescott, Nellie A., 
Self, Horace; 
Skillings, Hugh, 
Thayer, Rollie Perkins, 
Thayer, Otis Raymond, 
Thompson, William L., 
Total 32. 
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EXPENSES~ 
The school year extends from the first week in October to 
the last week in May of each year, and is made up of two long 
and one short terms. 
· Under the Cottage System each student ·has a separate room, 
no extra charge be£ng made for rooming alone. 
FALL AND WINTER TERMS. 
Board, room and tuition in College, per term .............................. $66 oo 
Board. room and tuition in Preparatory School,. per term............ 6o oo 
Tuition in College, day students, per term .................................. 18 oo 
Tuition in Preparatory School, day students, per t _erm ................. 12 oo 
SPRINO TERM. 
Board, room and tuition in College .................................. . ..... ~ ... $50 oo 
Board, room and tuition in Preparatory School........................... 45 oo 
Tuition in College, day students ............ . ..... .......................... >.. I4 oo 
Tuition in Preparatory School, day students................................ 9 oo 
M_IJ_SIC. 
P~ano, one hour lessons twice a week ............................... . ........ . $24 · oo 
Piano, one-half hour lessons twice a week· . ................. , ............. -. . r2 oo 
Piano, class leSBons, three in class, twenty minutes...................... 9 oo 
Voice culture, two lessons per week, for term, 12 weeks ............... 12 oo 
Voice culture, advanced, in class, twenty minutes, twice weekly... 9 oo 
Use of piano for practice, one hour daily .................................... · 3 oo 
. Each additional hour .......................... .. ............... ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ()() 
Rates for the Spring Term of nine weeks, three-fourths of the above. 
ART. 
Charcoal, pen and ink, pencil, etc. 
Three lessons per week, of one hour each,. per term ............... $12 oe 
Painting in both oils and water colors. 
Three lessons per week, of one hour each, per term ................ 15 oo 
Painting upon· China. 
Three lessons per week, of-one hour each, per term .............. ·. i8 00 
Landscape class, per term......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 <>e 
Witk tke exception of washing tlze · above cover all the necessary 
expenses. There are no extras. -
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TER.M BILLS. 
Term bills must be paid at the eommenceinent of each 
term. No deduction will be made .for less than half a - term, 
except in cases of sickness, and then only for board. Where 
students leave before the close of the terms, no deductions will . 
be made for tuition or room rent. '-. 
All persons boarding in the institution are required tQ· 
bring two pairs of ~beets, two pillo~ cases,· two blank~ts, a . 
com£ orter, towels and table napkins. All rooms are provided 
with single beds and furnished with · more than ordinary 
comfort. 
No student from abroad will be permitted to room or 
board outside of the institution . except with permission of the . 
Faculty. 
FR.EE TRA SPORTATfON QNE WAY. 
Free railroad transportation can be obtained one · :vvay over 
many of the Florida railroads by students of Rollins College. 
T.o take advantage of this opportunity, students when pur-
chasing a ticket at their homes should obtain- from their local 
ticket agent a certificate as follows : 
M .......................... . has paid $ ..... fare from .... -.......... . 
to ................. _.in going to Rollins College. . 
Such certificate duly filled out and endorsed by the College 
President may be exch3:t1ged with the Winter Park ticket agent 
for a ticket to the point of starting~ . · 
Be sure and obtaz"n tke Cerliji,cate ·upon leav£ng kome. 
DIRECTION$ FOR . NORTHERN .STUDENTS FOR. REACHING 
ROLLINS COLLEOE. 
Winter Park is easy of access: · It is centrally located on 
_two lines of railroad. Tickets can be purchased in the East 
via the various steamship lines to Jacksonville, and thence -v~a 
St. · Johns river lines to Sanford ; or- all rail rontes can be. 
selected. · No change of Pu1lman is necessary from New York 
to Winter Park-. 
The College has special rates with the steamboat lines, 
whereby very much reduced rates can be ·obtained. · To ta~e . 
advantage of this reduction students must- secure a certificate 
from the President. · 
All correspondence should be addressed to the President, 
or to Willard Eliot, Agent. 
All bills ·are payable to W. R. O'Neal, Treasurer. 
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